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Report Saraswathi Item Number: A20
Sir, you said," I have 2
options in my career right
now. I am currently doing
MTech in metallurgical engg
YEARLY FORECAST
in Mumbai. I have got offer of
good job in Delhi and I have
MONTHLY
got admission for PhD in
FORECAST
abroad university in Canada
YOUR
which will take around 4
PERSONALITY:
years to complete. During
PhD I will be getting
Astrologer cornered!
scholarship so financially the
condition will be more or less
Moon sign & your
personality
equal in PhD and in job. But I am very much confused
what to choose between these 2 options. I am unable to
YOGABHYASA:
decide what will be better for me. Should I opt for a job
and settle early in life or should I go for PhD and will I
Yoga postures
complete it well and get better job after 4 years abroad
(Asana s)
and in future? Both PhD and job will start around augustBreathing
sept this year".
(Pranayama)
The chart is made with fine tuned chitra paksha ayanamsha of 23°
Meditation (Dhyana) 42'31" . As the system produces a round some lahiri ayanamsha,
correction has been made to the out put. The sub lords in so
Management of
called KP system are also done with fine tuned chitra paksha
diabetes
ayanamsha. As such, the chart produced may not tally with any
already existing man or machine made charts. There may be some
ABOUT ME:
difference in balance of dasa, consequently in the dasa/bhukti
starting and ending dates, position of planets etc., These
My profile
modifications have been made to achieve greater accuracy. The
native is born in Punarvasu - 1pada, i.e. in mithuna rasi. The lagna
My Album
rising at the moment of birth is dhanus
which is exactly opposite of the moon
Public Library
sign. As such, the native has friendly
competition between his mind and
PRODUCTS &
body. For everything body says/wants
SERVICES:
mind will not readily co operate. The
result of such influence is that he would
Consultation:
always find it difficult to execute his
plans. In this chart budha, guru and sukra are combust in the 3rd
Service details
lord ravi. There is a danger from this. His talents, his resources,
his partnership etc., will help his friends and relatives than the
Samples
native himself. In a combined study, the partner or friends gets
more marks than the native. Ravi's neechatwa is cancelled due to
Yantra s
association with sani exalted and also sukra in own sign. In this
chart guru, rahu and ketu are in their own stars. The lagna lord is
Gem stones
posited in the 12th house and not in the 11th as seen from bhava
chakra. This makes the native stay abroad for a long long time.
Shanti kriya
The native's life is successful one as many planets are in the 11th
house. In lagna we have ketu and kuja the 12th lord and a node.
Other Payment
Due to this the native is full of activities and also consequent
options
tensions. He looks healthy and handsome. Chandra should have
ASTRO ARTICLES: made the native very fat but due to the aspect of sani on lagna, the
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GRAHA MANTRA S
WITH MP3:
Curtain raiser
Mantra s for Sun (Ravi)
Mantra s for Moon
(Chandra)
Mantra s for Mars
(Kuja)
Mantra s for Mercury
(Budha)
Mantra s for Jupiter
(Guru)
Mantra s for Venus
(Sukra)
Mantra s for Saturn
(Sani)
Mantra s for Rahu
(North Node)
Mantra s for Ketu
(South Node)
Purusha Sukta:
Significance of
Purusha Sukta
Script & mp3
Other mantra s
ASTROLOGY,
RELIGION, CULTURE
& INDOLOGY :
What do the scriptures
say?
Is astrology
sanctioned in
scriptures?
Do remedial measures
work?
Idolatry
Worship of non-living
planets
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Why do people
believe?

native does not become fat but looks handsome.

The 2nd, 4th, 5th or 9th rules the field of
education. 2nd house governs the basic
education, 4th academic (common
education) while 5th and 9th govern
Hindu & Western
higher education like Ph.D. 2nd lord
astrology
sani in the 11th shows that the primary
education of the native was successful,
Is astrology a
but it was an ordinary one. There were
science?
slow developments and native did not know his abilities. He was
always withdrawn, thinking and reclusive. The 4th lord guru is
Mundane astrology posited in the 12th but from here he aspects own sign and house.
As such, the education like graduation and scholastic activities are
better than in primary education. It should be noted here that this
Does astrologer
education has been responsible to take the native abroad. 5th
know his future?
lord kuja is also the 12th lord who prefers more to be 5th lord
ore. This promises excellent higher education like Ph.D. 9th lord
What do skeptics
Ravi in the 11th whose neechatwa is cancelled by sani shows that
say?
the native has all scopes for further education. Buddha and ketu
happen to be the sub lords of 5thand 9th houses. The ph.D is
Case of twins
obtained in the fields of minute research like Chemistry,
Metallurgy, ions, radiations, super conductors etc., The PhD and
Why the chart is
further subjects will be more of minute nature than they seem. The
made for birth time?
chaturvimshamsha chart shows that Ph.D is of course obtained in
the field of lower (inorganic chemistry) and at that time
but
with great difficulty as sani is the 9th lord here.
Ever increasing
scientific temper
Now, the question comes whether such
education will be beneficial to the native.
Are astrologers
Whether such costly education will bring
assets to society?
about a happy and prosperous
profession. The 10th lord Buddha is well
Astrology, palmistry
posited in the 11th which means the
and numerology
further education will benefit the native.
Since Buddha is also 7th lord, good
Gift of speech
education in this case, bring about a good marriage. For chara
What is birth time? rasis, the 7th (in this case, budha) becomes badaka (trouble
causing planet). As such, the profession of the native is having
slight obstacles. The education the native gets does not go waste
like under employment etc., The 9th sub lord ketu in lagna
confirms that the native is born to achieve high educational and
consequently professional success. The 10th sub lord guru in the
12th shows somewhat slow development in his profession and
also changes in the profession (in the same lines but not frequent
changes). It shows that the native will live abroad for a
considerable amount of time. It should be noted here that guru in
own star makes the native's stay a happy and respectable one.
Can death be
predicted?
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For every move, the time
scale is important as it has
to co operate. Now the
native is having the dasa of
Sani dasa -Kuja bhukti from
16-10-2007 to 24-11-2008.
This period and also next
bhukti of sani dasa are in no
way concerned with job/profession and earnings. As seen from the
dasamsha chart, the professional life begins in guru bhukti, 01-102011 to 13-04-2014. Since, it is the last bhukti of sani dasa, the job
opening will be a lackluster affair which the native does not like at
all. He would think, his education has gone waste. Also, there will
be considerable confusion Nov. 2013 to the end of the dasa i.e. 1304-2014 on what job he has to take up. But the coming dasa of
budha from 13-04-2014 to 13-04-2031 is the golden period of his
professional life - he gets a job of his dreams during this time.
Does it mean everything is excellent in his higher studies? Not at
all, it is not an easy job. The transit of sani in ardastama position
from 11.09.2009 to 05.10.2009; from 14.01.2010 to 31.05.2010; from
14.09.2010 to 18.10.2010; from 27.01.2011 to 13.06.2011; from
27.09.2011 to 31.10.2011 and from 15.05.2012 to 25.06.2012 causes
a set back to education. Also, Sani dasa -Rahu bhukti from 24-11-
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2008 to 01-10-2011 causes inclination towards sense objects and
as such distraction from studies. (whether he is in job or pursues
further studies, does not count). This period causes opposition,
outward and careless behaviour on the part of the native. It should
not, repeat should not fall in love, infatuation of any girl and
should concentrate only on his studies. Also, he should tighten his
impulses and desires like picnics, movies, eating away,
postponing etc., that will land him in trouble. As far as possible, he
should keep his partners/friends at bay. He should make it alone
than so called combined studies with anybody. As the transit sani
aspects the natal position, there may be some financial strains and
strained relationship with brothers/ sisters and friends.
Remedial measures: Kuja is
posited in lagna, rahu
aspects the dasanatha, and
guru aspects the 4th house.
As such, the ventures
towards higher education
will be successful. When the
transit of sani happens to be
in kataka, shanti for sani
should be done with beeja mantra japas. It is also desirable that
the native recites beeja mantras for sani, at least 18 times a day.
Distraction and financial problems could be there towards the
completion of the course. He should watch out for such
distractions. Obviously, from this chart, the native is heading for
higher education and the employment will be overseas due to this
educational qualification. He should be prudent in spending that
he will not land in financial crunch. He and his books should only
be the principle, no close friendship with anybody is not called for.
If satisfied with my humble analysis, I request you to recommend
my services to your friends and relatives. Confidentiality is always
assures.
HARIHI OM
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